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Abstract. We apply ray-optical methods to dielectric optical microcavities in the

shape of triangles made of low refractive index material. We find ray trajectories

that maximize the intensity inside the cavity to determine the far-field emission

characteristics and to complement the concept of the unstable manifold applicable to

chaotic microlasers. As these maximum intensity trajectories need not to be periodic,

we suggest that they provide a more general explanation for emission patterns of

microlasers than short periodic orbits. Further, the geometrical optics description is

extended by the inclusion of intensity amplification along the optical path to achieve

a better description of active, lasing cavities. Far-field emission patterns of equilateral

triangle cavities obtained in this way agree well with our full electromagnetic wave

simulations and with previously reported experimental results.

1. Introduction

Dielectric optical microcavities and microlasers have received a lot of interest both as

mesoscopic model systems and as devices in micro-optics applications [1, 2]. They were

found, e.g., to show directional far-field emission characteristics [3, 4]. One interesting

class of those optical billiards are polygonal cavities with triangular resonators as a

simple representative. In the past, polygonally shaped optical microcavities (modelled

often with rounded corners) have been studied both experimentally and theoretically

[5, 6, 7, 8]. True polygonal billiards with sharp corners were modelled in detail especially

for the closed (hard-wall) case (see e.g. [9, 10, 11, 12] and references therein).

Here, we examine triangular optical billiards with sharp corners as open optical

systems. It has been shown that the properties of trajectories in generic triangular

billiards display a rich behavior depending crucially on the realized geometry [13, 14,

15, 16, 17].

In a recent experiment [18], various triangular microlasers displaying different

symmetries are analyzed. The far-field emission patterns of some triangles appear to

originate from modes localized on short periodic orbits, whereas the emission of others

cannot be explained in this picture. We shall see below that indeed another class of

orbits, that we will call maximum intensity trajectories, determines and explains the
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observed far-field emission. The experiments are performed with cavities made out of

a thin layer of a dye-doped polymer which can be treated as two-dimensional. The

material has a relatively low refractive index of n < 2 that corresponds to a rather poor

confinement of light by total internal reflection in comparison to typical semiconductor

lasers with refractive indices around n ≈ 3. Nonetheless, these organic lasers are

interesting for applications [19, 20], can be easily processed and optically pumped.

To gain a better understanding of triangular microlasers with low refractive index,

we perform ray-tracing simulations as justified for systems with large size parameters

nkL ≫ 1. Here L is the characteristic length of the structure, k = 2π/λ the vacuum

wavenumber, and n the relative refractive index. We include amplification of light

relevant in the present case of poor confinement in order to extend the geometrical-

optics description to active cavities. We also use the wave description for comparison

and to analyze the properties of triangular microcavities.

The paper is organized as follows. We first discuss the selection of trajectories that

contribute to the far-field in the case of the equilateral triangle. Further, we examine the

influence of light amplification in this system. Then, we compare the ray optics results

to the results of full electromagnetic wave simulations and experimental results. The

simplicity and high symmetry of the equilateral triangle allow us to study the influence

of amplification due to an active material in detail and without the obscuring effects of

a more complex geometry.

2. Maximum intensity trajectories

The far-field emission of the triangular microlasers studied in [18] could, in many cases,

be explained by short and simple periodic orbits. One example are the (generalized)

Fabry-Perot orbits (cf. figure 1) where light hits the resonator boundary vertically on

two sides, with a total reflection on the third side in between. In order to generalize this

picture, and to make a connection to chaotic microlasers where the unstable manifold

is known to determine the far-field characteristics [21, 22, 3, 23], we discuss all possible

ray trajectories in the equilateral triangle. This will enable us to derive a criterion which

trajectories contribute to the far-field response.

A trajectory in a billiard is fully described by its angle of incidence and its position

on the boundary at each reflection point. These two coordinates define the Poincaré

surface of section, a projection of the four-dimensional phase space spanned by the

two-dimensional billiard dynamics onto the plane. Due to symmetry, each trajectory in

an equilateral triangle is characterized by exactly three angles of incidence χ1, χ2, χ3.

Each trajectory is then given by a certain sequence of the χi that depends sensitively on

the initial condition (the starting direction chosen at a certain point on one side of the

triangle). Clearly, a generic trajectory will close only after infinite time and, therefore,

is not periodic. Let 0◦ ≤ χ1 < 30◦ be the initial angle of incidence, then χ2 = 60◦ − χ1

and χ3 = −(60◦ + χ1) [14]. The sign of the angle χ specifies the directions of the

incoming and outgoing rays at the corresponding reflection point, where the opposite
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Figure 1. Left: Intensity reflection coefficient R(χ) for relative refractive index

n = 1.5 for both polarizations, TE and TM. Critical angle χc ≈ 41.8◦ and Brewster

angle (TE) χB = arctan(1/n) ≈ 33.7◦ are indicated. The intervals of possible incident

angles in the equilateral triangle are marked by shading. Triangles and diamonds

denote the incident angles of the maximum intensity trajectories for TE and TM

polarization, respectively. Right: Examples of the families of maximum intensity

trajectories for both polarizations. Quasi-Fabry-Perot orbits with χ1 = 0◦, χ2 = 60◦,

χ3 = −60◦ for TE polarization. Non-periodic trajectories with χ1 = 18◦, χ2 = 42◦,

χ3 = −78◦ for TM polarization.

sign changes the direction of the trajectory. The angle χ3 with the largest absolute

value always has the opposite sign than the two smaller angles, χ1 and χ2. Trajectories

with reversed signs in all angles are equivalent except for their sense of rotation, we

can thus restrict our considerations to the case χ1 ≥ 0◦. Note that the larger χ1 is,

the less frequent occurs χ3 along the trajectory sequence. The two limiting cases are

the “quasi-Fabry-Perot orbit” (χ1 = 0◦ and χ2/3 = ±60◦, sequence χ1, χ2, χ1, χ3, χ1, . . .)

and the inscribed triangle (and the corresponding family of period-doubled orbits) with

χ1 = χ2 = 30◦ where χ3 does not occur any more.

So far, we have not considered the intrinsic openness of the dielectric cavities.

Hence, we discuss now which of the possible trajectories can be made responsible for

the emission characteristics of the dielectric triangular cavity. We find that trajectories,

which maximize the reflected intensity inside the cavity, dominate the far-field emission.

Although these trajectories are, in general, neither periodic nor simple, they determine

the far-field emission for the following reason (maximum intensity trajectory selection

rule): For the equilateral triangle cavities with relatively low refractive index considered

here, at least one of the angles of incidence lies below the critical angle since for n < 2

the critical angle of total internal reflection is χc > 30◦. Therefore refractive losses are

important, and after some initial transition time, trajectories which retain the most

reflected intensity will dominate the far-field emission. In other words, trajectories are

favored that minimize the loss rate along their paths. This optimization problem has

to be solved.

Now, we apply this method to equilateral triangles with relative refractive index

n = 1.5 yielding a critical angle χc ≈ 41.8◦ and a Brewster angle (vanishing reflectivity

for TE polarization) χB = arctan(1/n) ≈ 33.7◦. All following results will be restricted
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to this refractive index. The resulting intensity reflection coefficients R(χ) are depicted

in figure 1 for both TE and TM polarization. For TE polarization, the optimization

procedure leads to trajectories with χ1 = 0◦, χ2 = 60◦, χ3 = −60◦, the so-called “quasi-

Fabry-Perot orbits”.The maximum intensity trajectories for TM polarization are found

to be the family of trajectories with χ1 = 18◦, χ2 = 42◦, χ3 = −78◦ which are not

periodic, as can be seen in figure 1. For both polarizations, the respective family of

trajectories minimizes the losses along their paths independent of the initial position on

the boundary under the constraint that the trajectory does not directly hit one of the

corners of the triangle.

The large difference between the TM and TE maximum intensity trajectories and,

consequently, between the expected far-field emissions might be less pronounced in other

cavities. Each geometry has a particular set of possible trajectories and, hence, specific

maximum intensity trajectories depending on the refractive index. If the maximum

intensity trajectories happen to be the same for TE and TM polarizations, the difference

between the far-field emission for the two polarizitions is expected to be small.

3. Amplification in the ray-description

The usual ray optics simulations follow the rules of classical geometrical optics using

the laws of reflection, χref = χin, and Snell’s law, sin(χtrans) = n sin(χin), as well as the

Fresnel coefficients where χin, χref and χtrans are the incident, reflected and transmitted

angles, respectively. Here, we include amplification along the light path in order to

extend the ray model to active, lasing microcavities.

The reflected and transmitted intensities, Iref and Itrans, are obtained from the

incident intensity I in using the Fresnel equations [24]. At the mth reflection point of

the ray they are given by

Irefm = R(χm)I
in

m and Itransm = T (χm)I
in

m (1)

with the corresponding angle of incidence, χm, and the Fresnel reflection and

transmission coefficients, R(χin) and T (χin) = 1 − R(χin) that differ for TE and TM

polarization, cf. figure 1. In the case of a passive cavity, the incident intensity is just

the reflected intensity of the last bounce, I inm = Irefm−1. We assume no absorption or

scattering losses inside the cavity, the only loss mechanism is transmission by refractive

escape through the resonator boundary.

To model gain in an active cavity, we assume uniform pumping and a uniform

distribution of the active medium throughout the cavity. In previous works, this

situation was studied within a semiclassical laser theory [25] or using the Schrödinger-

Bloch model [26, 27, 28]. A non-uniform gain distribution in chaotic cavities has been

studied in the ray model in Ref. [29]. Generalizing the concept of Husimi functions

[30] to active cavities illustrated the role of amplification along the light trajectory, and

how transmission and reflection of light depend on the previously accumulated intensity

[28]. These findings suggest that amplification can be taken into account in an effective

manner.
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Figure 2. Non-universal far-field emission of the equilateral triangle from usual,

passive ray optics for TE polarization. The far-field is collected in the time interval

τ1 ≤ t ≤ τ2 with τ1 varied and τ2 = 86nL/c for all curves. Time is given in units of

the optical path length, with the length L of one triangle side and c/n the speed of

light in the medium. The intensity is scaled such that the maximum equals 1. Left:

Full far-field in polar plot. Right: Close-up for 0◦ ≤ φ ≤ 60◦.

Here, we model the amplification as

I inm = Irefm−1
eαℓm (2)

where α > 0 is the gain coefficient of the active material and ℓm is the optical pathlength

between the (m − 1)th and mth bounce [31]. This means that the intensity gain is

proportional to the intensity Irefm−1 that enters the piece of trajectory under consideration.

In experiments with cavities made of a polymer doped with a laser dye, the above

stated assumptions are usually fulfilled. Uniform pumping can be obtained when the

cavities are optically pumped with the pump beam covering the whole cavity area. An

approximately uniform distribution of the dye in the polymer matrix is ensured during

the liquid phase processing of the material. Finally, lasing modes can be assumed to

be fully developed even in the case of pulsed pumping as long as the photon round trip

time is much shorter than the pump pulse. Typical gain coefficients for thin dye-doped

polymer layers are of the order of magnitude of α ∼ 10 cm−1−100 cm−1 [32, 33].

Now, we examine the ray-optical calculations in more detail. In figure 2 the far-

field emission from usual passive ray optics is shown for a cavity emitting TE polarized

light. To obtain these results, we started 600 000 rays (100 000 rays on each side in

both directions) with initially unity intensity and random initial conditions uniformly

distributed in the angle and the position on the boundary. Each trajectory is followed

for 100 reflections. During this time the total intensity inside the cavity has dropped

to less than 10−100. To calculate the far-field, the emitted intensities are collected in a

time interval τ1 ≤ t ≤ τ2 where the starting time τ1 is varied and the end time τ2 is

fixed at the value corresponding to the total length of the shortest trajectory.

We see that the far-field emission is, indeed, dominated by the predicted maximum

intensity trajectories, i.e., for TE polarization the “quasi-Fabry-Perot orbits” leading

to emission perpendicular to the triangle sides. We find, however, a strong sensitivity

on the time interval chosen to calculate the far-field emission. Depending on the chosen

starting time τ1, other directions than those from the predicted maximum intensity
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Figure 3. Far-field emission of the equilateral triangle from ray optics including

amplification according to (2) for (a) TE and (b) TM polarization. The far-field is

collected in the same time intervals as in figure 2. Obviously, all curves coincide.

trajectories can have a considerable contribution. After a very long time, we expect

the differences to vanish as the family of maximum intensity trajectories will eventually

outperform all other trajectories [29]. For practical reasons, however, the calculations

cannot be done for infinitely long times. Especially the rapidly decreasing intensities

limits the maximum number of reflections for which reasonable and numerically reliable

results can be obtained. Hence, we cannot deduce a reliable prediction from the passive

ray calculations.

We find that this problem can be solved if amplification in the active material is

included in the ray simulation. The far-field pattern calculated from the ray model

including amplification according to (2) is shown in figure 3. The gain coefficient is

chosen to be α = 3L−1, where L is the length of one side of the triangle, such that the

total intensity inside the cavity increases with time. All other parameters are the same

as in the passive calculation. Using amplification, the long time limit which is not easily

reached in the passive calculation can now be established and the influence of the time

interval used to collect the far-field intensities is diminished.

For both polarizations, the calculated far-field is now independent of the chosen

time interval and can be nicely explained by the predicted families of maximum intensity

trajectories. In the case of TM polarization, the angle of incidence χin = 18◦ leads to

the angle of transmission χref = arcsin(n sin(χin)) ≈ 27.6◦. Taking into account the

threefold symmetry of the cavity and the two possible travelling directions along the

trajectory, gives the six observed far-field angles.

4. Comparison to wave simulations and experimental results

Next, we compare the ray optics results to results from full electromagnetic wave

simulations. These simulations are performed with the finite-difference time-domain

(FDTD) method [34, 35], using a freely available software package [36]. In a first

step, the resonant modes of the cavity are calculated. Then, the far-field emission

is determined for the longest-lived modes where the life time is given in terms of the
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Figure 4. Far-field from ray optics including amplification and from electromagnetic

wave simulations for both polarizations. Wave results are calculated from the modes

with the longest life time found in the equilateral triangle cavity. The dimensionless

wave numbers and quality factors of the modes are Re(kL) ≈ 81, Q = 85 for TE and

Re(kL) ≈ 96, Q = 230 for TM where k is the wavenumber and L is the side length of

the triangle. The additional red curve in the ray optics result for TM polarization is

the result of amended ray optics which accounts for finite wavelength effects.

quality factor Q.

The far-field emission patterns obtained from both approaches, ray optics and wave

simulations, are shown in figure 4. For TE polarization (first and second panel), we find

good agreement of the wave simulations with the ray optics results discussed above.

In both cases, one observes narrow emission peaks perpendicular to the triangle sides

as predicted from the maximum intensity trajectories. The same emission pattern has

also been seen in the experiment reported in [18] where only samples with TE polarized

lasing emission have been studied.

For TM polarization, however, the agreement between the two approaches is

not perfect. Therefore, we have included semiclassical correction terms in the ray

picture in order to account for wave effects [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. The need for

wave corrections is obvious as ray optics is strictly only valid in the limit kL → ∞,

whereas the wave simulations are performed in the regime kL ≈ 100. Here, the

effect known as Fresnel filtering or angular Goos-Hänchen effect is og importance and

gives corrections to the reflected and transmitted angles, χref = χin + ∆χref(χin) and

χtrans = arcsin(n sin(χin)) + ∆χtrans(χin) [37, 43, 2, 38]. The black curve in the third

panel of figure 4 shows the far-field emission for TM polarization calculated from the

ray-optical approach as described before, the red curve is the semiclassically corrected

far-field which agrees much better with the wave-optical result.

The semiclassical correction terms have the largest contribution for incident angles

near the critical angle [38, 44], therefore, the maximum intensity trajectory for TM

polarization with one angle close to the critical angle is strongly affected by the

corrections. Especially, the correction to the transmitted angle is negative [37, 43]

which explains the observed change in the far-field for TM polarization if the wave

corrections are included in the ray optics (compare black and red curve in figure 4(c)).

The family of maximum intensity trajectories for TE polarization, however, has incident
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Figure 5. Mode patterns obtained from full electromagnetic wave simulations in

the equilateral triangle cavity in comparison with the predicted maximum intensity

trajectories. The wave patterns, the magnetic field component Hz for TE polarization

and the electric field component Ez for TM polarization, show the modes used to

calculate the far-fields in figure 4.

angles far away from the critical angle, therefore, it is not affected by the corrections

and the expected far-field is not changed. The deviations of the wave simulations from

ray optics are assumed to vanish when the limit kL → ∞ is approached, e.g., when the

system size gets larger while keeping the wavelength fixed.

In figure 5, the mode patterns of the longest-lived modes of the wave simulations

are shown together with examples of the predicted maximum intensity trajectories.

The qualitative agreement between the wave and ray patterns further illustrates the

correspondence of the two approaches and the validity of ray-wave correspondence in

triangular microcavities. The waves which emerge from the sides of the triangle and

account for the far-field are clearly visible. The spherical waves that emerge from the

three corners, observed in the wave pattern for TM polarization, indicate diffraction

in the near-field (in agreement with the Huygens-Fresnel principle). However, these

diffracted contributions fall-off as (distance)−2, thus, they are only visible in the near-

field. Indeed, they do not leave a trace in the far-field (compare figure 4(d)).

5. Discussion and conclusion

We have presented a ray optics description of triangular low-refractive-index microlasers

confirming ray-wave correspondence. Including amplification by the active medium

into the ray model leads to excellent agreement with full electromagnetic wave

simulations and with the experimental results reported in [18]. Hence, we conclude

that amplification is important to obtain reliable results in ray optics simulations of

non-chaotic optical cavities, especially in the case of low-index materials and highly

lossy geometries.

Often, ray optics has been found a useful model to determine the far-field of

microcavities and microlasers, see e.g. [2] and references therein. In many cases, simple

periodic orbits of the classical ray dynamics dominate the spectral properties and the

emission, e.g. [45]. We find, however, that this assumption is not always sufficient to

explain all findings. Here, we suggest that maximum intensity trajectories determine
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the far-field emission characteristics. Whereas they may coincide with short periodic

orbits as in the case of TE polarization in the equilateral triangle, we demonstrated that

this is not generally the case: We find non-periodic trajectories to dominate the far-field

emission of the equilateral triangle cavity for TM polarization.

For classically chaotic systems, the unstable manifold of the chaotic saddle, the way

light rays cross the critical line and gets (partially) refracted out of the cavity, was found

to determine the far-field characteristics. [21, 22, 3, 23, 46]. However, this concept is not

applicable to polygonal cavities and other systems having integrable or pseudointegrable

classical dynamics. The concept of maximum intensity trajectories fills this gap and can

provide a more general point of view: Trajectories that retain, in the limit of long times,

more intensity than others, while still contributing to the transmission, will dominate

the far-field. This is a similar line of argument as the unstable manifold considerations:

The unstable manifold of a chaotic saddle is constituted by trajectories that undergo

many total internal reflections, thus, keeping all their intensity before they are eventually

transmitted and contribute to the far-field pattern. While we have applied the method

of maximum intensity trajectories introduced here to the equilateral triangle which has

integrable classical dynamics, we assume that this selection rule is applicable to a large

class of cavity and microlaser geometries.
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